Prayer and Music DVDs for Individuals Who Are Homebound

Chaplet Of Divine Mercy In Song, The
DV 30837 J, S, YA, A 20 min.
Short, Trish © 2002 Congregation of Marians of the Immaculate Conception
This twenty-minute sung version of the Chaplet of Divine Mercy that was revealed through St. Faustina, sung live at the National Shrine of the Divine Mercy, crosses the gap between contemporary and traditional prayer music. (Bonus includes I Am A Voice Crying for Mercy with personal testimonials.)

Faithful, The: Musical Journey Through Our Faith
DV 31124 J, S, YA, A
Angelina © 2004 Angelina Productions
This music video includes I Can Only Imagine - Jesus - Prayer Of St. Francis - Love Song - Touched By Your Love - St. Joseph - Hail Mary, Gentle Woman - Jesus, I Trust In You - Fountain Of Mercy - The Deer's Cry - Blessed Teresa Of Calcutta.

Footprints In The Sand (DVD-CD)
DV 30306 J, S, YA, A Vision Video
32 min.

Holy Land Rosary With Fr. Mitch Pacwa, SJ
DV 31142 A 148 min.
This DVD leads us through the twenty mysteries of the rosary from the places in the Holy Land where the events actually occurred, providing the numerous relevant scriptural references and giving a visual tour of the Holy Land.

Holy Pictures: A Meditation On Stillness And Silence
DV 30199 A 57 min.
Straub, Gerard Thomas © 2003 San Damiano Foundation
Holy Pictures stresses the importance of stillness and silence in the spiritual life. An incredibly beautiful world lies silently all around us all the time, and it remains unseen, a lost paradise, until some quiet miracle opens our eyes and we see everything afresh. By grace, seeing deeply into a flower or a weather-beaten old barn or even the tormented face of a homeless person, we catch a glimpse of Paradise, a vestige of God.

Holy Rosary, The
DV 30381 I, J, S, YA, A 90 min.
© 2006 Eternal Word Television Network
In this visual presentation of the holy Rosary you will hear the Rosary recited as you view beautiful stained glass windows from various parishes around the country. Includes all twenty mysteries.

Jesus The Christ: A Visual Meditation
DV 30258.1 S, YA, A 12 min.
Zan zig, Thomas © 2007 Metanoia Resources
Jesus The Christ: A Visual Meditation uses images and sound to capture and celebrate key moments in the life of Jesus. Fifty-four works of art retell the story of Jesus, with instrumental background that elevates the power of the images into a profoundly prayerful experience. Because there is no script or lyrics, the DVD can be used with all language groups, for a variety of age levels and programs.

Retreat Guide Volume I: Unleashing the Power of Pentecost / The One Thing Needed
DV 31344 YA, A 70 min.
Bartunek, LC, S.Th.D., Rev. John © 2014 Ministry23 LLC
Rev. John Bartunek helps refocus your soul and explores the many facets of our faith through these video retreat presentations with on-screen reflection questions. Unleashing the Power of Pentecost: A Retreat Guide on the Holy Spirit - The First Meditation tours the gifts of the Holy Spirit that renew our mind in Christ. The Second Meditation plunges you into the gifts of the Holy Spirit that strengthen and purify our interior freedom. The Conference gets practical, explaining four ways that each one of us can actively cooperate with the Holy Spirit on a day-to-day basis (35 min.). The One Thing Needed: A Retreat Guide on Martha and Mary - We set our sights on the most important aspect of our life. In the First Meditation, we find that Jesus calls this the "one thing needed." The Second Meditation finds the relationship between the one thing needed and all the other things that make up our daily life. The Conference reviews God's own not-so-secret formula for helping us keep our priorities straight. Using the Biblical story of Martha and Mary, we take a look into the Third Commandment to keep holy the Sabbath Day. (35 min.) (Includes guides with word-for-word text from the video for each of the two presentations.)

Rosary And The Stations Of The Cross, The
DV 30877 A 125 min.
© 2007 ACTA Publications
A single DVD contains the complete recitation of all twenty mysteries of the Rosary as well as all fourteen of the traditional Stations of the Cross. Both devotions are set to a beautiful musical score produce by Sheldon Cohen and feature a variety of magnificent images.
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Rosary Stars: Praying The Gospel
DV 30504.1  J, S, YA, A  132 min.
© 2009 Family Theater Productions

This DVD features celebrities and champions who share their inspirational reflections on how they live and pray the Mysteries of the Rosary every day. It will help deepen your understanding of this timeless prayer. Includes a ten-minute learning segment that explains how to pray the rosary, interactive historical timeline on the evolution of the Rosary and actual Rosary prayer with our Rosary Stars. DVD Features: Chris Balish (Broadcast journalist, TV host and author), Lauren Bauer (Professional softball player), Lourdes Benedicto (Actress), J. Omar Castro (Actor), Samia “Sam” Doumit (Actress), Justin Fatica (Youth minister, speaker and author), Matt Gallant (TV host and actor), Chris Horn (NFL football player), Immaculée Ilibagiza (Author and speaker), Chris Kramer (Actor), Ali Landry (Actress), Mario Macaluso (Actor and film producer), Matthew Marsden (Actor and former recording artist), Alejandro Monteverde (Film director), Molly Nuo (Actress), Patrick Nuo (Recording artist), Jessica Rey (Actress), Christina Romero (Actress), Jeff Suppan (Major League baseball player), Mike Sweeney (Major League baseball player), Eduardo Verástegui (Actor and recording artist), Luke Vercollone (Professional soccer player). (Menu allows for customized viewing options, including English and Spanish tracks.)

Sandfloor Cathedral (DVD-CD)
DV 30315  P, I, J, S, YA, A  44 min.
© 2004 Vision Video

In this unusual video journey, viewers become deep sea divers as they explore the ocean depths, sea life, and the extraordinary interplay of motion, color and aquatic creatures. All of this is accompanied by the original music version of Sandfloor Cathedral, Symphony No. 5, featuring the London Symphony Orchestra. Together the visuals and the music draw us into a new world with whom we share our planet, a world where we leave our own mundane cares and burdens aside for a while and are transported into a realm of beauty, strength, fulfillment, and emotional quietude. Includes bonus CD with original music soundtrack.

St. Faustina's Way Of The Cross
DV 31306  YA, A  23 min.
© 2014 Marian Press

Compiled by St. Faustina’s religious community in Poland, St. Faustina's Way of the Cross combines the scriptural Stations of the Cross with passages on the Passion from the Diary of St. Faustina. The stations are filmed at the National Shrine of the Divine Mercy in Stockbridge, Massachusetts and led by Fr. Joseph Roesch, MIC.

To God Be The Glory (DVD And CD)
DV 30812  I, J, S, YA, A  65 min.
© 2008 Classic Fox Records

Over an hour of film takes you through rolling landscapes, flower gardens, forests, snow capped mountains, and sun swept plains. The scenery is accompanied by occasional on-screen scripture and instrumental arrangements of hymns including To God Be The Glory - Fairest Lord Jesus - Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow - Amazing Grace - Softly And Tenderly - Blessed Assurance - The Hallelujah Chorus.

Way Of The Cross, The
DV 30823  A  40 min.

Accompany Rev. Doug Lorig and Christ on the road to Calvary. This is a journey filled with reflection and spiritual renewal as your guide shares his real life experiences as they relate to Christ's journey through the Stations of the Cross.